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About This Content

This DLC is not compatible with an account created outside of Steam.

Have you just started your way in World of Warships? Would like a nice boost to save your time and efforts? Or are you fond
of collecting ships? Exclusive Starter Pack DLC offers you a wonderful set of bonuses, suitable for all these situations… and

more!

 Ishizuchi: Get a magnificent Premium Japanese Tier IV battleship! She is perfectly balanced for a comfortable start,
with high speed and an impressive artillery. Note that Premium ships are unique and fully equipped, in addition to other
benefits such as XP conversion, no penalties for Commander’s transfer, etc.

Port slot: Don’t worry about a lack of space in your port!

Commander with 6 skill points: Hire a professional who can learn a variety of useful skills to enhance the
performance of your ship. You can tune your gameplay style by distributing the points how you see fit!

Main Armaments Mod I: An upgrade that increases survivability and accelerates repairs of the main battery and (if
you mount it on a ship which has them) torpedo tubes.

Damage Control System mod I: An upgrade that reduces the risk of flooding or fires.
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5x Steam containers: Exclusive boxes that grant three random items from the list below:

250 Doubloons
5х Steam camouflages
5,000 Free XP
World of Warships Premium Account for 1 day
Ship Signals (Zulu, Zulu Hotel, Papa Papa, Juliet Charlie, November Foxtrot)

25x Steam camouflages: Unique Steam-exclusive designs that provide nice bonuses, such as

+75% to ship XP per battle
+75% to Сommander XP per battle
+75% to free XP per battle
-3% to detectability range by sea
+4% to maximum dispersion of shells fired by the enemy attacking your ship

Steam memorable flag: Show your love for Steam with a special flag bearing its logo!
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Title: World of Warships - Exclusive Starter Pack
Genre: Action, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation
Developer:
Wargaming Group Limited
Publisher:
Wargaming Group Limited
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x86

Processor: Core2Duo 2.7 GHz, AMD Athlon II 3 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8800GT/9600GT, IntelHD 4000, NVIDIA GeForce 620M, AMD Radeon HD 4650

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 37 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 9.0c

English,French,German,Czech,Japanese,Polish,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Korean,Traditional Chinese,Italian,Simplified
Chinese,Ukrainian
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Have compatibility problems with Windows 10, could crash system on launch. Purchase with caution.. Someone has to make a
Weird Al Yankovic mod to this game!!!

Just Imagine It!!!. Pros:
+ Good clean graphics
+ Good character design
+ Humor
+ Power-up system and money system
+ Good music

Cons:
- Basic moves
- No impact to the moves (weak feeling when punching enemies and throws)
- Unsatisfying sound FX
- No jumping & running
- Repetitive
- Time limit
- Short boards
- Too easy, enemies die fast
- Auto-aiming: your character moves to the enemy automatically
- Options are limited in menu: No screen options and difficulty setting

It's just an average Beat'em-up game. It's not bad, but it doesn't stand out compared to others. It looks fresh and clean on the
outside, but it is repetitive and gets boring for me. It's a little better in Co-op play. I can see that it would be a good time waster
to play on a phone, but for a PC or console game, it needs to be a lot more. One of the disappointing aspects of the game is the
impact of hits and throws. I feel like I'm punching or tossing feathers, so it doesn't feel satisfying. You'll get power-ups and
special moves during the game, but it didn't change the feeling for me. The appearance of the game is great, it just needs to be
more innovative and have more impact when playing.. A hilarious bonkers game, that has 'cult classic' written all over it! The
kind of imagination and dedication needed to create something so brilliantly bizzare is the reason the indie gaming scene exists.
Well worth the extremly reasonable \u00a32. Can't wait for Ye Fenny 2!. So far I've had a very pleasent experience in game
earlier. There is room for improvement & they plan to add features asap. I've only been on EU servers but being American, my
pings high so ill be using the US servers as soon as they are populated. Its an exciting game but its EARLY ACCESS. There will
be issues to work out. I'm not having any problems at the.moment & every graphics settings on ultra . Ill follow up later.
. Good conclusion. It's for helping people.. If you like a short but fun point and click, this game is for you!!. EV meets a VN.
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Also the music is fantastic.. I really didn't see that coming. Check this one out. For better Mega-Drive feel use an actual Mega
Drive ;)
Nice game, I recommend
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This was an enjoyable game. First thing, while this has a 'nudity' tag on it, it really shouldn't. The photos you see as a preview of
the game is as far as it goes, for better or for worse. Just so you know. Second, it is REALLY short: it looks like I have done
everything this game has to offer in about 2 hours. I'm going to have to leave this game on to get the trading cards it has. Other
than that, it does have voice acting, which I wasn't expecting, and it was a pretty fun experience. Probably would wait on a sale
for this one (even though it IS cheap, there isn't much to the game, might be a tad overpriced for the amount of content).. The
controls (at least with a controller) are very frustrating and feel clunky and hard to work with adding extra challenge where there
might be less, but the layout and progression of the game is pretty nice and once the control awkwardness wears off it winds up
being a fun game. NEED MORE COINS DADDY! xD

Seriously:

This game is great so far! its fun to play. Nice idea and cool levels so far!
Keep going on and add some more nice gimmicks to it.

Two Issues i encountered right now:

- VSync - i couldnt manage to get vsync working, neither by altering the xml config files nor by forcing the drivers to use vsync.
- FIXED: at the B chapter the ball glitches very often in front of my "bar" to the right.. like a magnetic force distracts the ball..
life lost.

As you see.. they take the issues serious! VERY WELCOME! Thanks for the fix!

overall: VERY NICE !. The graphics need to be improved, the mechanics need to be improved, the clunkiness needs to be dealt
with and the lack of a helpful tutorial cripples gameplay from the start. The game needs more elegance, user-frieandlyness, and
an overall rethinking to the highest degree. The building mechanics are quite frustrating with some blocks and the hints and tips
pop-ups you get randomly pull you out of whatever you were about to craft.

One of the biggest mistakes of my life
go buy big pharma or something
Im done.. A simple single block take on tetris to a new deminsion. Make this even more like tetris and then we'll talk.. How I
described this game to my brothers:
I WANTED TO PLAY A STRESS FREE CASUAL GAME AND LOOK WHAT HAPPENED.
CAPS LOCK RAGE.

And why the rage? Well, there are a few things. Proper nouns, abbreviations, foreign language words (I had "moi" on
a puzzle more than once) which just do not belong in a game like this, and an incomplete English language dictionary.
Also, on more than one occasion I could have swore I typed a word that later showed up when I used the hint button. It
was as if the word didn't register the first time I typed it. I am curious if any one else had a similar problem, or maybe
I just typed too fast and spelled the words wrong.

At this point I can not recommend Ace of Words, even if it's on sale. Should these problems be worked out, my review
will change to reflect that.

Avoid unless you want\/need easy achievements.. s t r a n g e. how can such a brilliant first game be so so bad second
time around ??? awful just awful
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